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Good Morning to all of you! 
 

Greetings to all of you on the eve of our 70th Republic Day. This is a day for all of us                     
to celebrate and honour our nation and our sovereignty. This is a day to remember               
with gratitude the enormous efforts and sacrifices of millions of freedom fighters            
whose blood and sweat gave us Independence and created our Republic. Above all,             
this is a day to cherish our republican values. 

 

Achievements of TNJFU towards Vision 2020  

 

TNJFU boasts of a long legacy, but what has remained and will remain constant is               

its focus on excellence and innovation in research and education. The vision 2020             

laid out by ‘Blue print of Strategic plans’ is to be in the top in all disciplines, by being                   

a global leader in research and education, which will benefit society around us and              

the environment was achieved at a larger extent. The key pillars that helped TNJFU              

to achieve this vision are course programmes, research, engagement with industry,           

internationalisation and entrepreneurial activity. Through this plan, TNJFU offered a          

wider spectrum of courses with improved flexibility in order to meet the various             

education and R&D interests. In terms of its research capabilities, TNJFU incubates            

and nurture best-in-class research capabilities that cater to the technology needs of            

the nation. Industry and academia engagement is also a key pillar where TNJFU             

plans to increase engagement with various industries by ‘idea to-product’          

transformation. Through the strategic road map, the University is committed by           

nurturing its dedicated faculty and aspiring students as well as investing in best-in             

class infrastructure and facilities. These tenets of the Strategic Plan for vision 2020             

are driven by TNJFU’s core principles of developing human resources to serve the             

nation, recognizing teaching as a unifying activity, nurturing integrity, creativity and           

academic freedom and retaining a willingness to experiment with new paradigms.           



Modern India has a strong need for robust and innovative technology solutions,            

given the growing expectations and complexities, TNJFU will face the challenges in            

meeting this plan. However, Vision 2020 has been thought through well, and keeping             

in mind the Institute’s robust ecosystem and dedicated team, I am confident that             

TNJFU had made rapid progress towards achieving its vision. 

● Become a leading technological university, ranked in the global top 50 among the             
Major Fisheries Universities. 

o Ranked 25th in the India and no.1 in the Tamil Nadu state by ICAR 
ranking.  

● Become as renowned for postgraduate education and research as for the flagship            
undergraduate programme. 

o The University also obtained ICAR accreditation, 12 B status by the UGC,            
Govt. of India. In addition to this, we also obtained the AICTE accreditation             
for the College of Fisheries Engineering  

 
● Earn the recognition among students and research scholars that TNJFU is a            

‘happening’ campus. 
o The Student Enrollment Rate is one of the highest in our category of             

Universities: 380% 
o TNJFU is offering the maximum number of UG, PG and Ph.D programmes            

among the Fisheries Universities  : 35 Courses (11-UG; 14-PG; 10-Ph.D.) 
o Maximum number of Constituent Units for a University of only 7 years old             

:45 units 
 

o Government of India has realized that the real time challenges to be            
incorporated in the curriculum. The mindset and the teaching methods of           
educational institutions must change so that more innovations can be          
created in the minds of students. That’s the reason why B.Voc courses are             
introduced by the Government of India. Without wasting much time,          
TNJFU has introduced 4 such UGC approved paraprofessional vocational         
degree programs in our system.  

 
● Establish a track record as a creator of new and innovative technologies for             

industrial and national needs. 
o TNJFU has developed >70 technologies in the past three years under           

different disciplines of aquaculture in the past three years. 
● Incubate successful start-ups creating innovative products and business models         

using the knowledge and technologies developed by the Institute. 
● As TNJFU has 45 constituent units we reach all the farmers, fisher folk and              

entrepreneurs across the country. 
● We have 7 Aquaculture Quality Testing Labs, 3 Mobile Aqua Labs, 4 Molecular             

diagnostic Labs, 3 food products quality testing labs and 1 fish food quality testing              
lab (a total of 18) to cater to the need of the farmers! 



● We have state-of-art 2 SPV mode facilities viz. Aquatic Rainbow Technology Park            
and Aquatic Rainbow Mall at Madhavaram, serving as incubator facilities with           
high end technologies for them to learn and to adopt! 

● Kayalaham’ a concept outlet for ‘Hygienic fish products’ (3nos : Madhavaram,  
Thanjavur & Madurai) 

● 100 Marine Cages installed at Palk Bay, CeSA, Seenapadurga, Mandapam          
Campus. 

 
● Build the TNJFU up to its full capacity and create a world-class ecosystem for              

collaborative research with industry and for incubation. 
 

● The TNJFU initially being operated at rented building even after five years of 
inception was shifted to its own building in 2018.The dimension of expansion was 
intensed in volume and scale. 

 
● Contributed remarkably to the Global Investor’s Meet (GIM) of state government 

in the past two successive seasons: Rs.400Crore investment plan 

● Provide an invigorating work environment for faculty and staff, where merit and            
hard work are recognised and rewarded. 

o Best University Officer, Best Teacher, Best Student and many more 
awards are offered by the University to acknowledge the efforts of the 
TNJFU people.  

 
● Be a model university campus in terms of sustainability, usage of energy and             

water and recycling of materials. 
o This University is taking several measures towards ensuring and         

improving the quality of education year after year. Digital campus, Clean           
campus and Green campus initiatives are being undertaken in all the           
constituent units of this University. Inline with the emphasis given by Our            
Hon’ble Chancellor on improving the “Quality of Higher Education” in the           
State. Our Headquarters building is now fully having SOLAR POWER          
BACKUP and such initiatives are on in all the major campuses. TNJFU            
also will get a WIND POWERED EB BACKUP SYSTEM soon to make it a              
perfect Green Campus. Our newly built University Library building is          
designed in such a way to provide natural lighting inside the building for             
the readers during day time. It’s a Green Building!  

 
● Intensify the involvement of alumni in all aspects of the Institute's           

development—interacting with students, mentoring incubates, contributing      
resources towards enhancing the facilities and quality of education, collaborating          
with faculty members in research and development. 

o Alumni are the backbone of any University and they have the           
responsibility to guide the University by providing critical inputs at          
appropriate occasions. Keeping them in mind our university formed an          
organization for the alumni in the name of ‘TNJFU ALUMNI NETWORK’ 



Besides these, major amendments in ASSR were carried out and recently TNJFU            
facilitated to form the Teachers Welfare Association. 
 
All our major efforts in accomplishing a Vision 2020 is widely appreciated and still we               
need to further improve the lives of our hardworking farmers. Like mothers, they toil to               
feed us – more than a billion of us. We need to continue to modernise and strengthen                 
our strategic production sector so as to provide the valiant personnel of our             
professionals and paraprofessionals. 
We need to move ahead rapidly on the Sustainable Development Goals. We need to              
make clean, green, efficient and affordable energy reach our people.  
 
The promise of a developed India beckons us. This is the new stage of our nation                
building project on which we have embarked. This is the Republic that our young people               
need to take forward and enhance – in keeping with their vision, their ambition and their                
ideals. And their vision, ambition and ideals, I am confident, will always draw inspiration              
from both our republican values – as well as from our ancient Indian ethos. 
 
This infant university is sincerely looking forward of the young people to take up the               
university to its next level in terms of Research and International collaboration. 
 
With those words, I once again wish all of you a very happy Republic Day. And wish all                  
of you a very bright and fulfilling future. 
 

 
Prof. S. Felix 

          Vice-Chancellor 


